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Steps for sketching an infographic:

1. Visualise your data (sketch as many 
variations as you can)

2. Ensure the visual tells the story

3. Sketch options for visualising the 
subject matter 

4. Decide whether adding any elements 
of (3) to (2) is helpful

5. Add colour meaningfully

6. Add supporting text

7. Test and revise



30 10

1. Visualise your data 
Sketch as many variations as you can

Km Days

Parts per million

Mph

£

Hectares

%



Inspired by: Santiago Ortiz, https://visual.ly/blog/45-ways-to-communicate-two-quantities/



2. Ensure the visual tells your story

A. Weekly drinking guidelines for men have been 
lowered from 30 to 10 units

B. The cost of Aspirin has tripled in the past year

C. Within the city boundary, 30% of Bristol is 
green-space. For Liverpool the figure is 10%

D. In the new class of 30 pupils, 10 already knew 
each other from their previous school
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2. Ensure the visual tells your story

D. In the new class of 30 pupils, 10 already 
knew each other from their previous school



3. Sketch options for visualising 
the subject matter 

A. Weekly drinking guidelines for men have been 
lowered from 30 to 10 units

B. The cost of Aspirin has tripled in the past year

C. Within the city boundary, 30% of Bristol is 
green-space. For Liverpool the figure is 10%

D. In the new class of 30 pupils, 10 already knew 
each other from their previous school



4. Can you helpfully combine subject 
matter elements with the data sketch?

NB This is optional



5. Add colour meaningfully

BBC News online



5. Add colour meaningfully

GLA City Intelligence



6. Add supporting text

FT
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Be wary of over-enthusiasm
It is more important to visualise the data 
than the subject matter



Finalise your sketch before going onto 
your computer
That way you end up with what you want, 
not what the software is capable of



Repeat icons for a more meaningful comparison
Avoid scaling or filling icons

✔️

✘

✘



Link multiple graphics using their titles

• Summarise the whole thing in one sentence

• Key elements become section titles

FT



Start a library
Inspiration for both style and substance



lulupinney.co.uk/reference-material/

Have a go!


